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Abstract
A muitistep procedure is presented for identification, on
the basis of measured time sequences of inpul anci output data, of a system uncertainiy set in terms of a lorv
order nominal modei, togeLher rvirir an upper bound on
a weighted ?l- model error. The procedure is aimed at
arriving at a feasible solution rvith limited conservatism,
where all steps are directed io obtain an uncertainty set
that allorvs the design of a high-perforrnance robust controlier. It contains a step of unfalsified modelling, and of
slistem approximation in ?l*, and reiies on simple mat,hematical algorithms. By starring off with a set of notinvalidated systems, it can handle boih unknorvn-butbounded and stochastic t;-pe of priors on the disturbance
signals.

1 Introduction
In this paper we discuss and present a procedure for identification of a nominal model and an 7l- error bound
reflecting the uncertainty concerning the data generating
system, aimed at application of the obtained results as a
basis for model-based robust control design.
Identification of models and model uncertainties in vierv
of a consecutive modei-based (robust) control design is an
interesting and practically relevant research topic, that
has gained considerable attention lately. The identification of control-relevant -nominal- models has been subject of research, and hes Ied to the introciuction of iterative schemes of closed-loop identification and control
design, see e.g. the survey papers [6, 21]. In this approach
the question is addressed holv to arrive at nominal linear
models that best capture that part of the plant dynamlNow with Royal Dutch/Shell Group, KSEPL, Rijswijk, The
Netherlands.
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ics that is essential for arriving at a high-performance
controlled piant.
A second line of research has been to pay specific attention to the identification of model uncertainty bounds.
This means that besides a nominal plant model, an accurate specification of the modei uncerrainty is obtained,
that can be handled in a robust conirol design. Among
other things this has led to an area denoled as rvorst-case
identification or ?l- identification, being based on an
unknown-but-bounded assumption on the noise dislurbance. The problem has been mostly handled in terms of
frequency response ciata; in lhe case of i,ime-domain data, a deterministic/worst-case approach is often relerred
to as set-membership identification [17] or as parameter
bounding identification. Several norms are used lo outerbound the obtained uncertainty sels, as e.g. in terms of
frequency response magnitude [23] , ?/--norms [15] , and
/1-norms [16] , An interesting approach in terms of model
invalidation, characterizing a set of unfalsified models, is
presenled in [i9].
An important drarv-back of the rvorst-case approach is
t,hat, due to the rvorst-case character of the assumed disturbances, the obtained system uncerrainty regions generally are verv conservative, if this worst-case disturbance
does not acLually occur [14, 18] . Additionally, uncertainty bounding procedures often lack the specification of a
(iorv order) nominal model, that is generally imperative
for consecutive (robust) control design.
Approaches that consider disturbance signals to be stochastic, but that also account for undermodelling are given in [1,7.5]. Here the methods of [1,5] require periodic
excitation in order to be applicable.
in this paper we will present an approach to the problem,
directed ios,ards the use of time-domain data, rvithout
imposing additional requirements on the experimental
setup. lVe rvill allorv t,he specification of either unknownbut-bounded or stochastic priors on disturbance signals,
and rve will aim at computationally feasible solutions to
the problem. This problem rvili be the construction of a
set of identified models, induced by a low order nominal
model and an error bound on a specifically weighted 1/model error.
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The procedure is designed in such a way as to reduce the

amount of uncertainty finally obtained. striving towarcis
an identiflcation resuit that provides uncertainty bounds
that can indeed be used as a basis for control design.
The method presented in this paper wiil only be discussed
in main lines. For details lhe reader is referred to [8].

[13, 22] can fruitfully be used here. Generalized versions
of basis funciions can lead t,o a substantial increase of
tlie speed of convergence in (3). As prior information
concerning the data generating svstem we wiil consider

the foiiorving:

.

2 Problem formulation

For a specific choice of basis functions {11 (z)}r=0,
9s(A) is assumed lo be bounded by

lso(l)l S s(i)

We consider a data generating s1'stem:

v(r) = Go(q)"(r)+

u(t)

rvirh
(1)

forsome given &' > 0,

with {u(t), g(r)i,=r,..r available samp}es from scalar input and output signals, Go e A the class of proper
bounded-input bounded-output (l--stable) causal linear
time-invariant systems, g the forward shift and u a disiurbance signal.
can be verifieri that .z{ C }l*. The present,ed framework and solution scrategy ivill ailow the consideration of
several t1'pes of disturbance signais, either stochaslic or
(rvorst-case) norm-bounded.

It

The probiem to be treated in this paper can be formuiared

as:

Problem fortnulalion: Given measurement data
{u(l), y(l)}r=1,...1' from the process G6, according to (1),
and given sorne prior information concerning this data

e(t) S

M

for all

p'

M)

0 and p

[

>

].

..,

(4)
(5)

<

L"

.I"(t)l <t Vt<0
. o(l) is either norm

bounded, e.g. lu(t)l < t, , € IR,
or is a zero-mean star,ionary stochastic process. This
prior wili be specified later on.

Given the measuremeni data and the prior information
concerning the data generating system, there exists a subset f C .4 of systems ihai, are unfalsified (not invalidated) by the data. This means that on the basis of the available information, all inpui-output systems rvithin the set
i could have generated the data. The first probiem to
treat will be to describe in some parametrized form, this
set of unfalsified models f as accurate as possible.

Next an uncertainl;; seL Q(G,W,b) as in (2) has to be
conslructed based on appropriate choices of G, I,I/ and b,
generating system, deiermine an uncelIaintv set
such that it covers f . i.e. F C E(G,1,7,6)-. However, in
Q(G,w,b) = {G e A I llw(z)te(,) - c(,)lll- s b} (2) this latter step the embedding of f in 8(G,ty,6) should
be as tight as possible. The larger the set 9(G,W,6) rviil
such that (it is very iikely that) Go e Q(G,W,b).
be, the more conservatism is added to the obtained uncerIn this probiem formulation , G e ,a, is a (nominal) mod- tainty set, and the less powerful the resuli rvill be. Note
el of reduced complexity (small order), I4l is a user- that because of the specific strucbure of Q(C,ty, b), it is
defined stable and stably-invertible rveighting function unavoidable thal conservatism is added, and so there rvill
that shapes the uncertainty structure, and b € IR.. Note always be systems in 8(G,lV,b) that ale not an element
that the question rvhether the expression Go € g(G,W,O1 oi i.
In terms of the control relevance of the obtained unis absoluie (100% ceriainty) or probabilisLic is completeIy dependent on the type of assumption that is made on certainty set 9(6, W,b). iL is advant,ageous to have the
conservatism added to t,he set in those system-propert,ies
the noise disturbance u.
lvhere
il has only a small impact on ihe control objecIn our considerations concerning the system Gs rve will
tive.
In
other rvords, if possible only Iittie conservatism
regulariy employ a representation of this system in the
should
be
acided in the closed-loop relevant frequency
iorm of a series expansion in terms of specific basis funcranger
such
as near the cross-over frequency. A larger
tions. In this formuiation we restrict Ge to belong to
than
necessary upper bound on the model error in those
either of fhe spaces t7z or 7111*, the latter space being
the closure of.7111* with respect to the ?l--norm. Let frequencies rvould unnecessariiy retrici the achievable ro-

{Pr(t)}r=0,... be a pre-chosen sequence of basis functions
in either m; or ?12, then there exists a unique series

expansion:

@

Gs(z) =

!oo(,1)rr(,).
t=0

(3)

In terms of 172, the basis functions 11 (z) can simply be
chosen as the classical basis :-i; holever more generalized choices such as Laguerre, I(autz and generalized
versions like the recently introduced Hambo functions

bust control performance, and as such rhe achievabie control performance for the system Gs.
The approach sketched above Ieads to the handling of two
more or less separate problems:

(a) Construction of (an accurate approximation of)
set of unlalsified systems

f

the

C A.

(b) Construction of an uncertainty set g(G, W,b) that
contains F, ard adds as little conservatism as possi-
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ble.

In the next section a closer iook ivill be taken at

bounds over the several frequency regions. A frequency region where little conservatism is allolved is reflected
by a high vaiue of the weighting I,[.
However, the above probiem formulation is stated for a
given nominal model G. Actuaity, we have to deal rvith
a global objective, optimizing over both G and W. This
global problem can be read as:

these

two problems,

3 Main lines of a feasible solution
It will be indicaied how a solution

can be obtained for
the problems formulated in the previous seclion. Only
min max lw-r1e;'1wr(ei-)l s.t.
the main iines wili be indicated here. Further decails on
Q,yy uefo,r)
the respective methods rvill be ciiscussed Iater.
Based on tire measurement data and the available prior
-Gk'')1, v,e [o,o].
lnz-11e'';l
information on the data generating system it will generalIy be impossible to formulate a closed-form expression for This global identification problem combines the problem
the set of unfalsified systems F C A. However accurate of identifying a good nominal model and the problem of
approximations of this set, using specific parametrized specifying a suitable weighting in the uncertainty strucforms, are very rvell possible. In our approach we rvill ture. The resulting optimization problem horvever seems
construct a system unceriainty set ,S f f of the follorv- to be unfeasible. instead we will consider trvo subprobing form
Iems, rvhich provide an approximate soiution.
First, the nominal model G(z) is delermined according
S = {G € A I G(e;'i) eP(r,), u.,i € O,
to

>Flli"("')

-t

l!€y2l
, O, ,,
taut

€

[0,;r]].

(6)

I

where f2 is a user-chosen frequency grid, Q := {o; €
[0, a']];=r,..."-, and P(a.,;) determines a convex region in
the complex plane for each i,.,; € O.
The set S is construcled to reflect principal uncertainty that results from the measurement data and the prior
information concerning the data generating svslem Ge.
The parametrization of "S is quite specific. An alternative in lerms of puise response parameters rvith relared
uncertainty intervals is rvorked out in [8].
Now suppose a system uncertainty s6t ,S is available. For
any given nominai model G(z) the following bounds 5(4.,; )
can easily be established,

5(oi) =
cr.fe%\r.;l

l"trr)-

modeis of restricted complexity (order).

Next, the unceriaintv structure weighting I,7(:) is determined such that the upper bound on the worsl-case
model error, ll,7-1(r'-)1, is minimized,
(8)
min nrax lvl'-rki'
)!{21(ei-)l s.t.
\
|
ltz(;) u€[O,r]

l(lrn-'i''" )l' - a'p,l)

ltz- I 1ei" ; >

33"r1"(.'-)- G1''';1, v." € [0,
with the nominal modei 61r; r" specified by the previI

a-a5llr,lz(z)[G(.)
g EJ

subject to the constraint that lW-11r;-;11 > a(ui). This
Iarter condition guarantees that the uncertainty description remains correct; lV1(ui) is a weighting function
which indicat,es the importance of having tight upper

- 61,;111* 14,

(e)

rvhere I,7 norv reflects lhe minimizing argument of (8).

Note that 6 frorn (7), VV from the optimization problem
(E), u* b from (9) constitute the resui[ing uncertainty
set

9(G,W,b).

The main Iine of the proposed procedure now is:

1 Construct an uncertainty set S as in (6).

2 Determine a nominal model G according to

(7).

3 Determine an optimal weighting I,7 according to (8)
so as io reduce conservatism.

4
vrr;1"'11

z'],

I

ous step (7). This problem corresponds to the problem
considered in [20] as'discussed above. It rvill resuit in an
upper bound b g IR for the model error, i.e.

G{.'-';1,

which is a frequency dependent upper bound on the additive model error. Now 5(r,,,;), should be translated into
a parametric upper bound, represenled by a fiiter I4l(;)
and a scalar D, the latter which can be set to I *'ithout
loss of generaiity.
Approximacion of 6(r.,,;) by a finite-dimensional representation, iniroduces conservatism, and the key point now
comes down to the construction of an appropriaie rveighting function lV. In [20] a procedure is proposed for constructing a stable, minimum-phase I4z(.:) of prespecified
order, by soiving the optimization problem
#(,,')#3h*

6(,)lll-,

(i)
G1,1= arg;rnin ry?Xllrvl (z)lc(z) .e€M Ges
where ;!4 is a prechosen model set wiih (parametrized)

Calculate upper bound b according to (9).

The several steps in ihe procedure sketched are ail nontrivial. We aim at arriving at approximate solutions for
ali different steps, where the approximalions should not
inIroduce unnecessary conservatism.
In the next three sections we will pay attention to the
steps 1, 2 and 4. For slep 3 we refer to [20J.
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Identification of a system uncertainty AIi different
region

,S

The specification of the set of all s1'stems that are consistent with measurement data and prior information can be
done in many different ways. The type of problem that
results is very much dependent on the type of measuremen[ da[a and even more by the type of priors that are
available concerning the dat'a generating system. Actualiy all methods for set membership icientification ([iZ]),
and other rvorsl-case (dererminisLic) identification merhods as [19] can be used to provide a system uncertainty
set S. Hoivever, as mosl worst-case identification methods take prior assumptions on the noise disturbance u to

be (oniy) norm-bounded, the resulting uncertain[y sets
are known to be very large and overly pessimistic for sit,uations that the worst-case disturbance does not actual-

terms on ihe right hand side of (11) can be
calcuiated lrom daia and prior information for each separaLe u1 € Q, except for the covariance function E"(r) of
the noise u in fi . In [11, 12] aprocedure is presented to estimate this quantity from data such that the corresponding fi-term is overbounded, and thus the expression (11)
remains valid when .8, is substitured by its estimate ,R,.
Expressions similar to (ll) are avaiiable for bounding the
imaginary part of the frequency functions, as well as for
a simultaneous bound on both real and imaginary parts,
leading io eI!ipsoidai confidence regions for each separate
t,,;. These results direcriy lead to either rectangular or
ellipsoidal uncertainty regions P(u1) as denoted in (6).
Note thal the expression (ii) clearly shows and distinguishes betrveen ihe severai sources of unceriainty. As
a result it also points ro specific actions to take by the
experimen[er for improved experiment design, in case the

Iy occur. As an alternative, methods that consider noise obtained uncerrainly region is too large. This situat,ion
disiurbances to be "noisy" arrive at much smaller and is similar to results obtained in
[3, 5].
feasible uncertainty sets. Recentiy introduced methods The derivative of lhe system's frequency response as forin [5, 9] consider a combination of worst-case pioperiies mulated in (6), can be bounded b-v
(with respect to unmodelied dynamics) and stochastic
properties (with respect to noise disturbances).
(12)
In this paper, we will empioy the procedure introduced
&=0
in [9], where the signal u is considered to be a reaiization
being available from prior knowledge. For comput,ational
of a stationary siochastic process.
aspecls rve refer to [8].
Consider a high-order lineariy paramelrized model set:
In this procedure for constructing S, conservaiism of the
uncerrain[y region is iimited by focusing on direct comG(2,0) =
(10) putationai solutions for each separale uj
a(,[,r)Fr(.)
rather than on
&=0
closed-form expressions. Horvever, because of the'storvhere the coefficients i9([, d)]r=0,...n constituce the un- chastic nature of the disturbance signal, the upper bound
known parameter vector d. Based on ihe measurement (li) rvill be valid rvith a prespecified probability o ( L in
data an auxiliary model G = GQ,0nn; i. estimateci by our approach rve set c to a high level of probability, and
least squares (open loop situalion) or instrumenlal vari- consider the resulting S as an approximation of the set of
able techniques (closed loop situation). Then it can be unfalsified systems. A counterpart, procedure on the basis
found that for all r,,r; in a user chosen frequency glid Q, of rvorst-case unknown-but-bounded disturbance signals
we can bound the difference betrveen G and Gs asymp- is analysed in [8]. lvloreover, any other method that delivers a set of unfalsified models structured as (6) can be
totically (:V
oo) by

p,=ir(r)n#l-

f

lae @pi'i 1- Go(e''i;; 1 .
h(";'i, a, ft,) i f2(ei-, ,i,4 +

fe("i'i,O,r) + fn(e;'i,g,n) w.p.2 a,

subsrituted.

5 Identification of a nominal

In this result the different terms refer to the follorving

The second step in our procedure is the construction of
a nominal model according to

mechanisms:

/r

4,,
G(')

Effect of noise disturbance on the data (variance error); ft,(r) is the covariance function of the noise
process u;

f2

EffecL of the unmodelled dynamics (neglected tail in
the series expansion (i0)) on the parameter esrima[e

(13)

L' EO

where ,,V is an appropriate set of models. This concerns

?l*-

setting, for rvhich no tract,able solutions are available yet.

Instead rve rvill consider an upper bound for the ?l-norm to be minimized, Ieading to a tractable solution.
Note that

Effect of unknown initial conditions;

/+ Effeci of the unmodelled

min +-aXllt,Iz1(')[c(") - G(,)]ll-,
- arg G€lU

a rvorst-case system approximation probiem in an

0x;

/s

model

(11)

- 61';111- =
6(r'-'
F3"+ l%(ei-' )[G(.'-' ) -

E3;5llt%(:)[G(:)

dynamics (negiected tail in

(10) itself).
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)]l

(

14)

with o' the (unknown) frequency for which the maximum
is achieved. Using a lriangle inequality, it can be verified

..*

1rs;
#eA lr4rl(.,.,)[G"(.,i) as Q becomes dense in [0, a']. Consequentiy the enor due
to the frequency sampling is bounded and the error vanishes if more and more frequencies are taken into account
in Q. Note that the choice cf the frequency grid is auser,s
choice, independent of lhe experimental data available.
lVith the procedure for constructing the uncert,ainty set
,S in Section 4, the frequency grid Q can be chosen freely.

that

- c(,)]ll- S
lW1(ei-' )lX,+..lG("'''; - G.(r.,,')l +
+,liili l*,k'') (""(,) - e('''))1, (15)

ErS llrYl(z)[G(')

for any complex-vaiued function G"(r).
Both terms on the right hand side of the inequality can
be minimized when we restrict attention to the finite frequency grid O. Concerning the first term we can determine:

G"@)

lclri',1f ig ^G(c,-max
-n
G .(.;)eA
i )6p(u ;) ' '

-

at1

G"(.)l

61,r,;;11

#'i

6 Quantification of a model error bound
The last step in our procedure concerns the construction
of the modei error bound 6, as denoted in (2). To this
end we consider [he nominal model 6 to b. given, and

we suppose rhat a stable and slably-inveriible weighting
function
I4' is given. As mentioned before, an optimal
(16)
choice
of
I,7 according to (8) can be found by the algofor ail c..,i € Q. This refers to the. construction of a serithm in [20].
quence of complex numbers {G"@i),r.ri € Q} that minThe lvorst-case model error can now be calculat,ed for
imize the worst-case amplitude error for each frequeneach ,*.,y € Q separately. As lor each ari the unca-tainty
cy point in O separately. This problem comes down to
region in the frequency domain is either a rectangular
finding the centers of the rectangular or eliipsoid regions
or an ellipsoid (see Section 4), it is not hard to specify
P(u;) that constitute the uncertainty region
S.

Subsequenily the second ierm on the right hand side of
(15) is handled by

G1r; = arg min
,T3{ llry,(r'',) (6.1,r;
G€,w-sxr

- cf 'r-r1)l

6"(-i)

according to

6, (or;

)

:=

. max lwlrt-t77C1r;-i)
G(e'-i)eP(u))'

fir,;-ivl
))l'
- "\"
(20)

,

(17)

where G"(ori) is determined by (16).
The worst-case system approximarion problem has been
rervritten into a combination of the conslruction of a central estimate (i6) and a svstem approximation problem in
terms of a weighted maximum amplitude criterion (17).
As the uncertainty regions P(u.ri) obtained in the previous
section are either reciangular or ellipsoidal, lhe construction of their centers is straightforrvard. For the second
problem (17), an efficient solution is available in [10] in
terms of a curve fit procedure, employing linear and nonlinear programming techniques and restricting the model
set to contain oniy stable models.

In

P(u1) is rectangular, this is simply done by evaluating t,he model error over the four vertices oi the
case

rectangular area.
As a result a model error bound 6r(ri) has been es[ablished for lrequencies in the set O. Using an interpolation
argument based on the derivative bound

h

(12), a bound

on the 7l--norm of the model error can be estabiished,
similar to [], 4],

rallll.r(:)[G(,)
- G(,)]ll* S
UED
* \10) =: b'
i53I,, [6"('i)

I{ere. .\i is the distance between trvo adjacenr elements
in the frequency grid O, and 13 is a bounded positive real
In (i7) we have reslricted attenrion to the finiie fre- scalar that can be calculated on the basis of l3r, W(r),
quency grid Q, and this of course does not necessarily
G(r) ana S. lVhen Q becomes dense in [0,r], the above
Iead to good quality of the model for frequencies out- inequality becomes
an equalit,v. For rechnical details and
side this grid. Horvever, in [8] it is shown that for any proofs rve refer
to [8].
model 6 in th" model set .M, rvith the transfer func- The contribution of the interpolaiion is worst-case and
tions parametrized in a numerator/denominator form, it can be pessimistic if too few frequency points
are confoliows thar
sidered. In practical situations it wiii often be justified
to neglect the interpolation term, provided sufficient fre61e''111 5
quencies are present in Q. This approach is also support#r35i lw'1"'-)[G"1'; -

s
where 7
arg

)

I3a= l%(''')lG"@i) -

G1u'-,)l +

?l (18)

ed

7

0 is bounded, and

I
'^
- )rlminuElu,f,J
max, ll4li(e'-)[G.(r) - G("',,,
r
6€,u
I

in

[2].

Discussion

We have presented a four step procedure for arriving at
a set of idenlified models induced bv a Iow order nomi929

nal modei, and a bound on a weighted

7{-

model error.

The obiained resuit is in a format that is suitable for
model-based robusi control design. The several steps in
tlr.e procedure are <iesigned in such a way t,hat conservaiism is iimited. In case stochastic priors are considered
on the noise disturbance, probabilistic aspects have been
concentrated in Step 1 of the procedure. Steps 2 and 3
oniy take the set of not-invalidated models S as a sbarting point, irrespective of the fact rvhether ,9 is guaranteed to contain Go or ivhether this holds true with some
high probability < 1. The proposed procedure results in
an unceriainty model that can be calcuiated b-v- feasible
mathematical toois, Ieading to results that are not overly
conservative. Thus they provide appropriate models for
robust control design. Application of the procedure to
uncertainty modelling and control design for a glass tube
manufacturing process has been reported in [8]
.
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